Incidence and epidemiologic associations of corneal infiltrates with silicone hydrogel contact lenses.
Contact lens-associated corneal infiltrative events (CIEs) are presumed sterile events that have complicated contact lens wear for more than 30 years. There is consistent evidence that silicone hydrogel soft contact lenses increase CIE risk by twofold compared with low Dk hydrogel materials. The incidence of CIEs during silicone hydrogel extended wear ranges from 2% to 6% for symptomatic events and from 6% to 25% when asymptomatic events are included. For daily wear, with silicone hydrogels, the incidence of CIEs ranges from 2% to 3% for symptomatic events and from 7% to 20% when asymptomatic events are included. Despite the increased rate of CIEs with silicone hydrogels, the benefits of these lenses largely outweigh this risk for many patients. Most risk factors for CIEs observed with silicone hydrogels are consistent with CIE risk factors reported earlier with hydrogel lenses, such as bacterial bioburden on lens surfaces, and young age among others. Limiting the transfer of bacterial bioburden from the skin to lenses, lens cases and eventually to the eye is an obvious step forward for the prevention of CIEs across all lens types.